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Perilous times have come,
And worse times await.

P

aul warned us in 2 Tim 3, ‘But know this,
that in the last days, perilous times will
come: For men will be lovers of themselves,
lovers of money, boasters, proud, blasphemers,
disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy,
unloving, unforgiving, slanderers, without
self-control, brutal, despisers of good, traitors,
headstrong, haughty, lovers of pleasure rather
than lovers of God, having a form of godliness
but denying its power. And from such people
turn away!’
We are in perilous times; we are in the last
days; all around us evil rises on every side; it
didn’t rush in like a flood but rather, seeped in
little by little, like the leak in a sewage line, until
now it’s become a flood which threatens to
sweep away anything of good that’s left in this
country. Just imagine what it will be like, one
day very soon when the Holy Spirit removes His
restraint of evil. The return of the Lord Jesus
Christ cannot be far from now. Are you ready?
Isaiah wrote, ‘Woe to those who call evil good,
and good evil; who put darkness for light, and
light for darkness.’ Isa. 5:20 Could anything
better describe our time! As this midterm
election season plays out, lines and sides could
not be more obvious. The Left seems to have
gone absolutely crazy in their assault of
anything good or right. Their leaders openly
advocate for violence against anyone who
disagrees with them on any issue whatsoever.
Hillary Clinton said the Left could not be civil
with those who disagree with their positions
until they were back in power. Many Democrat
leaders and their Media lapdogs have called for
assault and violence against anyone who
disagrees with them.
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He has committed to
us the word of
Reconciliation.
Therefore, we are
Ambassadors for Christ.
2 Corinthians 5:19,20

MSNBC's Joe Scarborough used the
17th anniversary of 9/11 to declare
President Trump a bigger threat to
America than terrorists who killed
2,977 on that day. Broadway
celebrity Carole Cook told a TMZ
reporter in reference to Trump,
"Where's John Wilkes Booth when you
need him?" In June, Maxine Waters
said, “If you see anybody from [the
Trump] Cabinet in a restaurant, in a
department store, at a gasoline
station — you get out and you create
a crowd. And you push back on them.
Tell them they’re not welcome
anymore, anywhere!” Republican
politicians and staffers are now
routinely hounded out of restaurants,
theaters and other venues. Nancy
Pelosi said, ‘if there’s some collateral
damage for some others who do not
share our view, well, so be it …’
Dennis Prager wrote, ‘The American
left has put itself in a moral quandary:
Either it doesn’t mean it when it calls
the president and his supporters
Nazis, in which case it is merely guilty
of cheapening and actually denying
the Holocaust, or it does mean it, in
which case morality demands it take

violent action against Trump
supporters.’
This year, the Left’s most inviolable
sacrament is unfettered abortion on
demand. They have finally thrown
off even the pretense of normal
human decency. They refuse to
even allow that the murder of
babies just before or just after birth
is morally questionable. The movie
about Kermit Gosnell helps to shed
a little light on their evil.
Their wild and frenzied attempt to
destroy the life, family and career of
Justice Brett Kavanaugh had nothing
to do with a supposed incident from
his high school years and everything
to do with the Left’s panic over
losing control of the Supreme Court
of the United States which has been
their primary means of advancing
their agenda throughout the past
generation. With the realization
that Kananaugh would establish a
fairly secure 5-4 relatively
conservative majority along with
the looming death or retirement of
Justice Ginsberg and also possibly
Justice Kagan for health reasons,
the Left is in full panic mode and
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will stop at nothing to keep judicial
power from finally slipping through
their fingers.
Chelsea Clinton recently stated that as
a ‘deeply religious person,’ she
thought it would be unconscionable
and unchristian (to reinstate
restrictions on abortion.) No one on
the Left challenged that assertion at
all. In fact, many so called Christians
are just as staunchly pro-abortion as
anyone else on the Left.
The RCRC is the ‘Religious Coalition
for Reproductive Choice.’ Their
website RCRC describes itself as, ‘Pro
Faith. Pro Family. Pro Choice. The
Religious Coalition for Reproductive
Choice (RCRC) is a broad based
national interfaith movement that
brings the moral force of religion to
protect and advance reproductive
health, choice, rights and justice
through education, prophetic witness,
pastoral presence and advocacy.’
RCRC values and promotes religious
liberty which upholds the human and
constitutional rights of all people
(except the unborn) to exercise
their conscience to make their own
reproductive health decisions without
shame and stigma. This fall, we'll be
conducting blessing ceremonies at
local abortion clinics. We look
forward to celebrating and
recognizing the sacred worth of
patients and providers. These are so
called Christians who are blessing
abortionists while cursing babies.
They ‘promote a constitutional right
to abortion.’ That is the reason for
panic over the elevation of Brett
Kananaugh to the Supreme Court. 45
years ago, the leftist Court suddenly
discovered a magical constitutional
right to abortion which had somehow
been overlooked for the past 200
years and must be protected above all
else. Unfettered abortion is good;
even the slightest dissent is evil. Killing
unborn babies is good, any protection
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of unborn babies is evil. ‘Woe to
those who call evil good, and good
evil.’
The Left was unable to accomplish
their goals through political discourse
and valid elections so it had to be
done through judicial fiat.
The same has been true regarding
homosexual marriage. In 2008, the
California Supreme Court overturned
the will of the people of California
who had voted overwhelmingly,
61-39%, in favor of Proposition 22
which defined marriage as being
exclusively between one man and
one woman. Associate Justice Marvin
R. Baxter, writing for the minority,
wrote, ‘“Undeterred by the strong
weight of state and federal law and
authority, the majority invents a new
constitutional right,”
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 2015,
declaring homosexual marriage a
Constitutional right nationally, by a
narrow margin of 5-4. Justice Scalia
wrote, “The opinion is couched in a
style that is as pretentious as its
content is egotistic… of course the
opinion’s showy profundities are often
profoundly incoherent.” Chief Justice
Roberts wrote, ‘By all means… celebrate
the availability of new benefits. But do
not celebrate the Constitution. It had
nothing to do with it.”

Last month, a man who identifies himself
as a woman won the women’s World
Bicycle Championship. He proudly stated,
“This is bigger than sports, and it’s about
human rights,” The real woman who
came in 3rd said, ‘it's definitely NOT fair'
after losing in the world championship race.
The same thing has also been happening in
other sports around the country.
Trump is considering legislation which would
undo some of the foolishness of the Obama
years with a return to defining gender as
male and female… sort of like God did.
Some cannot understand how Evangelicals
can support Trump. It’s simple, really. The
Left hates Trump like it hates us. Of course
he is flawed, just like all of us. Moses and
David were murderers. Samson was
sleazy with Delilah. Peter was a coward.
God uses the weak and foolish things of
the world to confound those who hate
Him. If our only alternative is the Left,
who despise and would undo everything
we hold to be true, the choice is simple.
Also, just as importantly, Trump fights
back! When the Left and their Media
lapdogs hit Trump, he hits back, twice as
hard… like we wish we could.
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politically, or calling for violence
against any of them. Righteousness,
goodness and peace… they will
never be accomplished through the
ballot box but only when Jesus Christ
returns to set up His Kingdom. Even
if the Right prevails in this election
and the Left is destroyed… it will only
be a short reprieve. Evil will rise and
fill the Earth soon. The Lord Jesus
Christ will return, at any moment, in
the clouds to remove His Body, the
true Church and then He will remove
the Holy Spirit’s restraint of evil
which will rush in like a flood,
overwhelm-ing this nation and every
nation under the power and rule of
the Antichrist along with his False
Let me be clear: I am not judging or
Prophet. That time is coming soon. I
condemning homosexuals, transgenders will not lose any sleep over whoever
or anyone who’s had an abortion. I am is elected or whoever is defeated on
simply recognizing the evil that is behind Nov. 6. God is in complete control
all of these demonically inspired
and Jesus Christ is coming soon.
movements. I am not advocating
I am ready… are you?
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